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NATO WARSHIP MAKES DRAMATIC RESCUE OF 23 SEAMAN IN RAGING 

STORM 
 
London:  Today the crew from NATO Flagship HMS Chatham made a dramatic rescue of 23 seamen from 
a merchant vessel off the coast of Somalia.  The Royal Navy warship had been busy patrolling the sea area 
approximately 80 miles west of Socotra as part of NATO‟s counter-piracy operation „Ocean Shield‟ when 
the drama began early morning Thursday 20 May.   
 
HMS Chatham‟s Bridge team received a distress call from the Master of MV Dubai Moon, who said that his 
ship was caught in a tropical storm 90 miles south west of Socotra and struggling to make headway in 
extremely rough seas and high winds.  The warship immediately made best speed towards the 
merchantman. 
 
As HMS Chatham made her way into the storm, the weather worsened into a tropical cyclone and the 
situation onboard Dubai Moon became even more perilous.  Listing heavily, with her cargo of vehicles 
crashing around the deck, she drifted ever closer to a small island off the coast.  It was only due to the 
tireless efforts of the Master that she avoided running aground.   
 
The Master and HMS Chatham‟s Commanding Officer, Commander Simon Huntington Royal Navy, spoke 
throughout the night trying to determine the best way to save the vessel.  At daybreak on Friday 21 May 
Dubai Moon dropped her anchors in an attempt to hold her position as by now she was getting ever closer 
to another, larger island, Jazirat Samhah.   Whilst her anchors did not take permanent hold, they prevented 
her from running aground onto a reef, which she cleared by less than 1000 yards before being pushed 
offshore by the wind. 
 
As the day wore on the weather improved slightly, presenting HMS Chatham with an opportunity to rescue 
the crew.  In very challenging conditions, the warship launched her Lynx helicopter and, in an operation 
which lasted for over 3 hours, the 23 seamen were winched by helicopter to safety from the MV Dubai 
Moon.  The relieved seamen were given hot drinks and blankets when they landed onboard HMS Chatham.         
 
Commander Simon Huntington, the Commanding Officer of HMS Chatham said “This rescue was 
conducted in the most challenging sea conditions imaginable and I am extremely proud of my Ship‟s 
Company whose sole focus was to assist the Master and crew of MV Dubai Moon.  It was, without doubt, 
the professionalism and courage of my sailors and aircrew that ensured this rescue was a success.  The 
tropical cyclone tested the ship and everyone on board; it is the quality of our people, equipment and 
training which has resulted in the Royal Navy saving the lives of fellow mariners in such demanding 
circumstances”.   
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After the rescue, Hassan Madar the Ethiopian Master of the MV Dubai Moon said “Normally we operate 
close to the coast, but we had to go far out to sea to avoid pirates.  That meant we could not find shelter 
from the storm.  If we had not been rescued by the Royal Navy and NATO we would have died with my 
ship.  They were the only people to respond to our distress call; we owe them our lives.”  
 
Background Information: 
 
NATO has contributed to the international counter piracy effort off the Horn of Africa since December 2008.  
The mission has expanded from escorting UN and World Food Programme Shipping under Operation 
Allied Provider and protecting merchant traffic in the Gulf of Aden under Operation Allied Protector.  In 
addition to these activities and as part of the latest mission, Operation Ocean Shield, NATO is working with 
other international bodies to help develop capacity of countries in the region to tackle piracy on their own.   
 
NATO has recently announced its continuing commitment to counter-piracy by extending Operation Ocean 
Shield to December 2012. 
 
The NATO Task Force consists of 5 ships from Standing NATO Maritime Group 2.  These are: 
 

HMS CHATHAM (Flagship) – UK 
USS COLE – US 
TCG GELIBOLU – Turkey 
HS LIMNOS -  Greece 
ITS SCIROCCO – Italy 
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